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~']te structure of aragonite. 

(With Plate VI.) 

By S~I~G~ I. TO.~tKI.:I~:FF. 

Geological Department, Armstrong College, Newcastle-upou-Tync. 

[Read March 17, 1925.] 

W E are um~hlc to observe crystalline structure directly, and can 
only infer i t  by ohservation of the physical and chemical 

properties possessed by a crystal. I t  is quite reasonal)le to suppose 
that every vectorial property possessed by a crystal is dependent upon 
its leTtonic structure) The X-ray  method, which has produced such 
a revolutionary chal~ge in our l~nowledgc of crystal-structure, is not 
sufficient in some cases for the determination of ]el)tonic strt~cture. The 
X-ray spectral analysis gives only the sp~clugs between the atomic 
planes of a crystal. The application of the method of ilatensities, which 
was so successful in the case of simple cubic crystals, may not be so 
in the case of crystals of a Inore complex chemical composition and of 
a lower symmetry. I t  is thus desirable to combine several methods 
and so appror, ch the problem h'om different directions. Unfortunately, 
at the present time only few relationships hctwecn the leptonic strttcturc 
and the properties possessed by a crystal are well knt~wn, and, therefore, 
the methods availahle for its determination are also limited. 

In  this paper, besides constructing a new model of the leptonic 
structure of aragonite, an at tempt is made to introduce a new method 
for the determination of ]eptonic structure, which is used in conjunc- 
tion with some other well-known methods. This is the method of 
etch-figures. 

Etch-figures, up to the present, have been used only to determine 

i The term 'leptonic' (he~r~'d~, small, fine) was suggested by F. Rinne (Das 
feinbauliche Wesen der Materio nach dem Vorbildo der Kristalle. :Berlin, 
1922. Engl. transl, byW. S. Stiles~ London, 19240. [_Min. Abstr., vol. 2, p. 4~14.] 
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the true crystal-symmetry (amphisymmetry), ~ but  i t  is quite obvious 
that every etch-figure is determined by the part icular  arrangement of 
atoms in tile crystal. A true leptonic modcl must, therefore, explain 
all the etch-figures produced on the faces of a given crystal. 

The present paper consists of a morphological study, a study of the 
data given by X-rays (a new interpretation of W. L. Bragg's measure- 
ments), and a study by means of etch-figures, together with some 
discussion of the symmetry of aragonite. 

M'orplwlogical Study. 

Aragonitc is usually considered to belong to the orthorhombic system, 
but its true symmetry has been suspected by many mineralogists 2 to 
be lower than holohedral, and some have even placed i t  in the monoclinic 
system. 

Having obtained some perfect crystals of aragonite from the Minera- 
logical Collection of the Hancock Museum at ~ewcastlc-upon-Tyne, the 
author decided to repeat the goniometrie measurements, in order to find 
out whether any elements of symmetry were missing or their presence 
doubtful. This part icular set consists of ten crystals, numbered 277"15 
to 277.24 in the Museum catalogue. They are perfectly transparent 
and with a slight yellowish tint. The locality is unknown, but it  is 
probable that  they came from Bilin, Bol~emia. They are of prismatic 
habit and vary in size from 1.2 to 8.6 cm. All of them are twinned on 
(110). The majority of them arc composed of two well-developed 
half-individuals united by a very thin lamella, but some are complex 
polysynthetic twins. The minute thickness of the intervening lamellae 
makes the twinned crystals appear as simple individuals. In  some 
cases, parallel growth accompanies the twinning and more complex 
crystals are produced, h'ine of these crystals were measured on the 
no. 2 Fuess retlecting gouiometer, and the results for the principal faces 
are presented below. 

Observed ~o. of Calculated Angle. 
(mean). observatibns. (Dana). 

(110) : (1i0) 68 ~ 49' 40" 9 63 ~ 48" 
(110):(010) 58 5 15 20 58 6 
(011) : ( 0 i l )  71 88 5 71 82 
(010) :(011) 54 13 20 10 54 14~ 
(011) :(012) 16 3 5 15 58 

E. T. Wherry, Amphisymmetric crystals. Amer. Journ. Set., 1922~ set. 5, 
vol. 4~ p. 237. [Min. Abstr., vol. 2, p. 106.] 

'-' J. Beckenkamp, F. Wallerant~ C. Viola. 
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All the fomus ({010}, {011}, {111}, (012}, J~0ol,-," ~ {121]-)are 
holohedrally developed, with the exception of {122}, {212]-, and {031]-. 
I t  is possible that half of the faces of these forms have been suppressed 
merely by the conditions of crysialrgrowth. On the other hand, their 
hen, imorphism may indicate a true hemimorphisnt with regard to the 
vertical plane of symmetry (010). The presence or absence of any 
other elements of symmetry cannot be ascertained fi'om the present 
morphological study, because of the twinning and the absence of the 
lower half of the crystals. 

&riations.--The striations observed on the faces of crystals are usually 
the traces of cert~dn other faces, which m~y or may not be developed. 
In  the case of aragonite the striations are developed as follows : 

On the face (010)--horizontal. Representing the trace of either 
(011) or (001). 

On the face (01:)--horizontal.  Trace of ( 0 i l )  or (00i). 
On the face (110)--inclined at about 58 ~ to the vertical, either 

towards (100) or (010). ,~ometlmcs both striations are present on the 
same face, either intererossing one another or in combination. These 
striatio:~s are traces of the following faces : 

(a) Inclined towards (010)--trace of (011) or (10I). 
(b) Inclined towards (100)--trace of (101) or (0i l ) .  

The thc0retical angle of the tl:aees of all these planes on the f~ce (110) 
is 58 ~ 30' measured to the vertical. 

J. 13eckenkamp, t in his work on aragonite, has definitely stated that 
the striation on (110) indicates the hemimorphism in the direction of 
the c-axis. This was also confirmed by Hankel's ~ investigations of the 
pyroelectric properties of aragonite. Such a deduction is quite 
plausible, although the striations on (110) could also be produced by 
unidirectional crystal-growth. But if we accept the striations as 
evidence of symmetry, we have to admit the absence of the horizontal 
plane of symmetry. 

Although the morphological characters and striations do not prove 
quite definitely the absence of a vertical and a horizontal plane of 
symmetry, they eonfirln the prevailing doubt about the holohedral nature 
of aragonite. Sir Henry Miers inserts a question-mark after the word 
'holosymmetric '  in the description of aragonitc in his 'Mineralogy'  

1 j. Beckenkamp, Zeits. Kryst. 3Iin., 1888~ vol. 14, p. 376; 1890, vol. 17, 
p. 321. 

W. G. IIankel, ~rber die thermoelektrischea Eigenschaften des Aragonites. 
Abhand. math.-phy~ischen CI. Sachs. Gesell. Wiss~ 1874, vol. 10, pp. 348-41~. 
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(1902). Beckelll~amp and Hanl~el fl'om their  pyroelcctric and etching 

studies concluded tha t  aragonite is hcmlmorphic wi th  reference to the  

b-axis and c-axis, and also that  a is the only axis of symmetry,  while 

planes of symmetry arc absent. The apparent ly holohedral ibrms of 

aragonite were explained by them as due to some complex twinning of 

simple hemihcdral  individuals. 

According to Wal lc ran t  the t rue symmetry of alagonite  is monoclinic, 

though morphologically it  is pseudo-orthorhombic. I l e  also supports 

the idea of Bcckenkamp, that  the twihl~ing is the real cause of this  

pseudo-symmetry. ~,Vallerant was the first to introduce the term 

' apparen t  symmetl T ' (la symdtric al)parentc)l which he ~l)plied to those 
crystals showit~g a higher  morpho]ogicaI symmetry than that  shown 
when other  characters are taken into consideration. This term ' apparent  

s ) 'mmetry '  obviously corresponds to Wherry 's  ' amphisymmetry ' .  

Cette notion de symdtrie apparente, qui nous amgne ~ admettro qu'un corps 
cristallis6 pout prdsenter un ~qxe de sym6trie dans sos formes cristallines eL 
mfme daus son e]lipsoide d'dlasticit6 optique, sans que cot 6ldment se retrouve 
darts sa structure, est 6vidcmment en contradiction aveo les iddes rogues , avec 
les id~es eourantos. :Mais cetto conception de la symd~rie r6sulte d'une habitude 
eL n'est justififie par aucun raisonnement. I1 est bien vrai qu% si un corps 
cristallis6 possc~de un axe de symgtrie de structure 1 c'est-'~-dire dans son r6seau 
et sa particule complex% cot axe se retrouvera dans sos formes eristallines et~ ses 
propridt6s optiques; mais la rr n'est pas dgmontr6e, quoiquc, par 
]mbitud% on l'admette sans discussion. II est, en offer, ]stile de montrer par 
quelques exemples quo la sym6trie pout paraitro plus 61ev6e qu'elle ne l'est en 
r6alit6.' 1 

The leptonic structure,  which we are going to consider here, leads us 

to a simple solution of apparent  symmetry in aragonite, without  any 
invocation of twinning.  

The s ll[odel of Aragonite and its relation to the X-ray spectra. 

The s t ructure  of aragonite has already been studied by two authors. 

M. L. H u g g i n s :  approached this question from a purely hypothetical  

point of view, assuming a certain static arrai~gement of e]ectrons, and, 

from that, deducing the s t ructure  of the crystal. His  assumptions are 

unproved, and even the dimensions of the uni t  cell do not correspond to 
those arr ived at subsequently by means of X-rays. 

t F. Wallerant, Etude sur la forine primitive des corps eristallis~s eL sur la 
symStrie apparente. Bull. Soc. Fran~. ~in., 1901, vol. 24: I p. 194:. 

2 M. L. Huggins, The crystal structures of aragonito (CaC03) and related 
minerals. :Physical Bey., 1922, vol. 19, p. 354. [Min. Abstr., vol. 21 p. 330.~ 
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Quite recently W. L. Bragg ~ has suggested another leptonic structure 
for aragonite, based on the X-ray spectra for eight different faces. The 
spacings calculated are in a perfect agreement with those of the X-ray 
spectra, but in spite of this fact, no doubt very important in itself, any 
one closely scru~inizlng Bragg's model cant:or fail to noiiee the apparent 
statical instability of the whole structure. This instability becomes 
quite clear if we examine the position of the triad group of CO s. This 
group is placed between six calcium atoms, situated at the corners of 
a distorted octahedron. The distances from O-atoms to the neighbour- 

) 

Oo 
Oc 

Fla. i. Orthographic projection of the unit cell of aragonite. 

ing Ca-atoms are as follows: 2-28, 2.64, 2.64, 2'47, 2"60, 2"45 
AngstrSm units. Such a var~abillty of atomic distances~ cspeci~dly in 
tile case of analogous points of a homogeileous crystalline assemblage, 
is hardly possible. After many attempts to bring the triad group in 
a more stable position, the present author decided to seek another way 
out of this difficulty. 

i t  is a well-known fact that, on heath~g, aragonite undergoes a 
gradual transformation into calcite. Le Chatelier believes this trans- 
formation to be endothermic, with a very small latent heat of transforma- 
tion. This means that the expenditure of energy for the transformation 
must be very small, and therefore the modification of the respective 

1 W. L. Bragg, The structure of aragonite. Proc. Roy. Soc. London~ 1924, 
ser. A, vol. 105~ p. 16. [~l'in. ibstr ,  vol. 2~ p. 195.] 
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leptonic structures must be as simple as possible. Hence it was thought 
that the structure of aragonite might be arrived at by attempting to 
modify the Icptonic structure already known for calcite. The fact that 
spacings for planes (001)and (100) arc identic~|l in both crystals suggests 
a possibility of a simple leptolfiC transformation. 

A number of leptonic models derived in such a manner were produced. 
Those which did not agree with the observed X-ray spacings were 
rejected. Those remaining were subjected to a final test by comparil~g 

. i  I 
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, I "... " " . . .  . ::- '" I ', . : : : ~  
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Fro. 2. Orthographic projection of the ' grosser unit ' of the aragonite structure. 
(Same orientation and scale as in fig. 1.) 

tile reticular structure of each face with the observed etch-figures 
produced on that particular face. A complete description of this new 
method of cstimating the ctTstal-structure will be given later. I t  is 
important to mention here that the structure finally ~elected is in 
perfect ~greement with all the etch-figures. 

This structure is based ou the orthorhombic space-lattice r '  o. The 
unit cell is a rhombic prism (fig. 1), the dimensions of which are taken 
fi'om the data supplied by W. L. Bragg, and are d a = 2"47, d b ---- 3.97, 
d e ----2.86,~. Fig. 2 represents the orthographic projection of the 
'grosser uni t '  of this structure, alld fig. 3 its projection on the three 
principal planes. The volume of this ' grosser uni t '  is 2el a x 2 d  b x 2el c 

o g  
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= 224-86 A2. Tile volume of the unit-cell is 112.18 A. 3, and, therefore, 
the 'grosset u n i t '  represented on fig. 2 contains two unit  cells. The 
position of all atoms is clearly seen on the drawings and requires but 
little explanation. ]3esides atoms of Ca and O placed at the vertices of 
the larger rhombic parallelepil~ed, there are atoms of 0 placed in the 
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Fio. 8. Projections of the tgrosser unit '  of the aragonite structure on the  
three principal planes (001),(010)~ (100). (The numbers inside the circles 
indicate the atomic layers in which the atoms are situated.) 

centre of each of the smaller parallelepipeds, and also carbon atoms 

inside the tetrahedra formed by O-atoms. 
The homogeneity of crystalline structure implies that the crystal must 

be composed of ot~e or many interpenetrating identical lattices, one or 
more tbr e;t~'h kind of atom. This rule is strictly observed in the 
strtlcture proposed. Altogether there are ten interpenetrating ortho- 
rhombic space-lattices. If' we t~ke one oxygen lattice as the primitive 
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latt ice and choose one atoln as the origin (x = 0, y = 0, z = 0), the 

co-ordinates of analogous points of all latt ices will be as follows : 

x = 0  y = 0  z = 0  Lattice OR1 . . . . . .  
,, Ca,., . . . . . .  x = ~d~, y = 0 z = dc 
,, o ~  . . . . . .  x = ~c~,, y =  �89 z = Id~ 
,, 0 B . . . .  x = ~dr y = 1�89 b z ~= �89 c 

,, OB3 . . .  :c = r~d a y = } d  b z = l ~ e l  c 

, ,  OB4 . . .  x = ~cl(r y = l ~ d  b z = l ~ r l  c 

~, C a  t . . .  .'c = 0 y = d b z = 0 

, ,  C a 2  . . . . . .  x = 0 y = d b z = d e 

,, C~ . . . . . .  x = o  y = } d  b z=~cl~ 
:v = 0 y = �88 b z = ~ d  c 

Note.--The Greek letters indicate separate homologous series of lattices of 
oxygen atoms. O a atoms arc situated at the vertices of the larger parallele- 
piped (2ax2b x 2c) and the middle of its upper and lower planes; OB a~oms 
in the centre of the smaller parallelepipeds (a x b x c). 

We may suppose t h t  in aragonite the atoms are held by forces of 
clectri-valency, but  the possibility of eo-valent links especially in the 

case of CO 4 leptonic group, is not al together excluded. I f  the atoms 

in a crystal are held together  by means of electrostatic charges, then il, 

our leptonic s tructure we find that  all charged atoms (ions) are well 

balanced. Table I gives the co-ordinatioil numbers and the co- 

ordinated atoms. The ]aw of Wcrner  finds a confirmatiou in our 

case, as the number of co-ordinated atoms (in one shell) does not exceed 
eight. 

T A B L E  I. 

C o - o r d i n a -  C o - o r d i n a t e d  A t o m i c  

Atoms. tion to distances An angement. 
number, atoms, in .i.. 

{ l } Oa 6 tCa 3.80 In plane (010) 

2 2C 1.75 Ill plane (100) 
4 4Ca :2.74 I In plane (ll0) 

OB 3 I 1C 1.58 Triangular arrangement 
2C 3.27 in plane (120) 

Ca 10 ~ ' 20 a 2.47 Polar axial (axis a) 
{ 80 B 2.74 Parallelepipedal 

C 1 ) 2 0  a 1.75 I Tetrahed*'al 
20 B 1.58 

The position of the carboll atom inside the te t rahedron of oxygen atoms 

career  be fixed precisely. From the study of the etch-figures we may 

suppose that  i t  occupies the position shown in the diagram. I n  that  

case the eccentric position of the carbon atom in the te t rahedron may 

be due to its closer al)proach to one set of calcium atoms which, being 

G g 2  



(10o) 
(102) 1.23 
(130) 2-32 
(010) 3.97 
(Ill)) 4.~o0 
t011) 2.32 
(001) 2.86 
0o l )  1.8s 
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electro-positive, exert a repulsive action oll the electro-positive carbon 
atom. Bat we may also suppose that this grouping will try to 
rearrange itself in such a way as to become more symmetrical, i.e. more 
stable. These possible minor translations of oxygen atoms would not 
affect the general structure, although they may greatly modify the 
intensities of the X-ray spectra. 

l lavlng now finished the consideration of the leptonic structure of 
aragonite, we may examine its relation to the actual X-ray spectra. 
Table I [  gives the spacings and intensities of X-ray spectra for eight 
faces of aragonite as determined by W. L. Bragg, together with the 
spacings calculated and the structure of each face. From this table we 
can see a perfect agreemcnt between the calculated and observed spacings 
for the faces (100), (130), (010), Cll0), C001), and (101). The two 
faces (102) and (011) give only half the observed spacing and therefore 
require special consideration. 

TABLE II. 

~* ~ ~ Structure. 

9,.47 2-47 CaCO 0~. .CaCO---- 8 g  61.5 6.8 4.5 
2"47 ----CaCO 0 e CaCO 88 9,1.5 abs. -- 
2.33 ~C--CaO--~C O.. ~C--CaO--~C 53 37 4 '2 - -  -- 
3.97 CaO ~C O~ ~C--CaO abs. 9,9,.7 17.1 7.7 ~bs. 4.~ 
4.20 C,O {C--O~--~ .C C ~ L O -  abs. 55 18.6 3-8 1.5 7.1 
4.6J, ~C--CaOa--~C- ~C--CaO3--~C abs. 5-i abs. 3.3 t.9 4-~ 
2.86 - - C a O  C()~ - - C a O  - - - -  80 6.2 ]5 2.3 abs. -- 
1.87 - - C a O  s C a O a - -  60 2 2.7 

in  view of the perfect explanation of the etch-figures of aragonite 
plovided by the leptonic model which has been described above, it 
appeared undesirable to reject completely the proposed model, notwith- 
standit, g the abt,oLmal spacing of those two faces. The explanation of 
this discrepancy may perhaps be found in the consideration of a new 
factor, which has apparently escaped the attention of mineralogists and 
physicists, namely, the possibility of a partial transformation of an, gonite 
into calcite. 

There has been quite a number of researches on the formation of 
calcium earbol+ate and its modifications, but the results are not yet 
conclusive. Several authors, however, beliexe that aragonite is a 
metastable modification of calcium carbonate. A.bove 450 ~ only calcite 

Inl~ensiiy of spectra 
(W. L. Bragg). 
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can exist as a stable modification, but It .  W. Foote thinks that  the 
transformation of aragonite into calcite can occur at  much lower 
temperatures, and even at ordinary temperature and pressure. Certainly 
in that  case the time factor must be taken into consideration. This idea 
finds support among many others, including G. Linck ~ and H. Leitmeier. 
The latter writer expresses this as follows : 

'Nur unter gewissen Bedingungon wird sich Aragonit bilden kiinnen, und 
nicht nur die Beschriinkung durch das Vorhandensein gewisser I~sungsgenossen 
and durch die Abhangigkeit yon der Temperatur macht den Aragonit selten~ er 
stellt ja eine metastabile Phase dar~ und wenn auch die Umwandlungsgeschwin- 
digkeit eine ungemein geringe ist~ so wird doch im Laufe der ffahrhnnderte und 
3"ahrtausende dfese Umwandlung der rhombischen in die rhomboedrische 
stabile :Phase eintreten, wie uns ja auch die hiiufigen Pseudomorphosen des 
Calcits nach Aragonit beweisen.' 2 

I t  is quite probable that every crystal of aragonite is subject to a slow 
transformation into calcite. This can be seen to be probable from the 
variable specific gravity of aragonite. Calculatcd from the volume of 
the unit cell as compared with that of calcite (sp. gr. 2"715), the 
theoretical specific gravity of aragonite is 2.948 ; but the actual specimens 
show a great deviation in many ca~es. H. Leitmeier gives eleven 
analyses of aragonite, the specific gravity of the specimens varying from 
2"84 to 3"13. The author has determined the specific gravity of several 
specimens at his disposal. Thc average specific gravity of six specimcns 
cf Bilin aragonite is 2"922; the average sp. gr. of four pyramidal 
aragonite cr3"stals from Cumberland is 2.904:. The higher specific gravity 
(ran always be explained by the presence of strontium and lead carbonates, 
but there are (in Doelter) several specimens the sp. gr. of which is 
lower than the theoretical, in spite of the fact that  there is an admixture 
of heavier carbonates. This can only be explained on the assumption 
that  aragonite has undergone a part ial  transformation into calcite. 

The mechanism of this transibrmation will be the subject of almther 
paper, but it  may be mentioned here that  the first stage of this trans- 
formation consists in bringing all the oxygen atoms in the horizontal 
planes containing the carbon atoms so as to form the O s triad group. 
Only one third of all oxygen atoms, namely O~, partake in this translation. 
One half of them move upwards through a distance de~2, the other half 

t G. IAnek, Uber die Bildung der Carbonate des Caleiums~ Magnesiums und 
Eisens. C. Doelter's Handbuoh der Mineralehemi% 1911, vol. 1, p. 113. 

s H. Leitmeier. Ibid,  1912, vol. 1, pp. 350-1. 
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moving  an  equal  distance in the  opposite d i rec t ion  (fig. 4). As seen on 

the d iagram this  movem~.nt of oxygen atoms will produce a doubl ing of 

spacing for the  plane (102).  Carbon  atoms are also forced to move a 

ve ry  small  d is tance  d u r i n g  this  first s tage of t ransformat ion ,  a n d . t h i s  

probal)ly produces the  doubl ing  of (011)  spacing. 

I f  the  hypothesis  ou t l ined  above can be accepted, then  all the  spacings 

calculated are in a perfect  ,~greement w i t h  spacings observed,  and  the  

leptonic  model for a ragon i tc  finds i ts  jus t i f ica t ion in the  X-r~ty study. 

The question of the intensities of X.ray spectra is much too complex and the 
knowledge of it is still too imperfect, and therefore we cannot take it into con- 

side, ration in this paper. But  a general 
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Fro. 4. Schematic projection of 
the oxygen lattice on a piano per- 
pendicular to (.102). 

comparisoa between the structures of 
some faces aud the observed spectra can 
be made. The spectra of faces (100), 
(102), and (130) can be grouped together 
(in Table II)  as they all show the same 
characteristic decrease of intensity with 
the m'der. The structures of (100) and 
(102) are absolutely identical, but the 
structure of (130) is slightly different, 
the carbon atom being" hero detached 
from the CaCO group. The spectrum of 
this  face in comp~Lrison with tlm first 
two Sl',ectra shows a reduction of the 
first-order iutensity and may serve as 
a bridge towards the next group where 
the tirst order is completely absent. 
This group of spectra consists of (010), 
(110~, and (011). In  the case t~f the 
first two faces of this  group there is a 

striking analogy between their  structures and their  spectra. The structure of 
(0il)  is different and its spectrum is different in having tile th i rd  as well as 
the first order absent. This, also, may suggest a possible explanation of the 
double spacing for the face (011), if we remember that  every translation of 
particles may greatly influence the intensity, and the face under  consideration 
is one which could be affected by the transformational movements of carbon 
atoms. 

Before leaving the  subject  of leptonic  s t ructure ,  the re  is ano the r  

i n t e r e s t i ng  ma t t e r  to be noticed.  Fig. 5 represents  the  re t icu la r  

densi t ies  (3) of planes  p lo t ted  aga ins t  t he  correspondil~g spacings (d). 

I n  general ,  by re t icular  dens i ty  we u n d e r s t a n d  the  n u m b e r  of points  per  

un i t  area,  bu t  as ill the  case of polyatomic  compounds the  points  (atoms) 

are no t  equivalent ,  wc have therefore  t a k e n  in to  considera t iou the i r  

a tomic  numbers .  The re t i cu la r  dens i ty  in  our  case is calculated by  
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dividing the atomic number of the CaCO 3 molecule (N) by the area 
which it occupies in a given plane. 

N 
Reticular density -- 8 ---- Ret. Area" 

The equation d = f ( 8 )  is represented on the diagram as a straight 
line, and therefore it can be expressed as d = k.  $, where k is constant, 
namely tan a = 1.122. 

Fro. 5. 

) {tt~) 

/ / 
/ 

(~,3 5)~111 

/ / r  \ 

Reticular density (~) plotted against spacing (d) for several 
planes in aragonite. 

This figure can also be derived in a different way. In the case of face 
(001) we have 

Y iV 
- -  2 d a d  b therefore d c = 2dad------- b k 

and k - -  2 d " d " d c  -= 56.04 _ _ 1"122. 
A' 50 

From these equations we can also find that 22,~k ~ 112.2. 
The volume of uni t  eel1 is 112'18 A.~ (p. 414), and therefole : 2Nk = 

volume of' unit cell in ~.s 
I t  is quite clear that the equation d = k. 8 is an expression of Mallard's 

law on the relationship between the reticular densities of faces and their 
distances from the centre of symmetry. I t  is of some interest to notice 
that fi'om the same diagram we fil|d the confirmation of the law of 
Bravais-Mallard, stated as follows: 

II taut choisir le r4seau cristallin de relic sorte quesi  l'on range les diveLs 
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plans r(fticulaires de ce rdseau suivant l'ordre croissant des densitds rdticulaires 
cet ordre repr(!sente l'ordre croissant des faeultds de production, soit mat6rielle 
(par la crista[lisation), soit artificielle (par le elivage) des filces cristallines 
correspondantes.' ~ 

In other words, the law means that  cleavage-ph|nes, as well as faces 
most frequently occurring on the erystal~ are those which have the 
highest reticular density. Fig. 5 shows that  faces (110) and (010) have 
the highest reticular density. These two faces, besides being the most 
importan~ faces on a crystal of aragonite, also are cleavage-planes. This 
shows that  the law of Bravais-~[allard has its perfect justification in the 
proposed structure of aragonite. 

,S't~@ @ .~ean~ o.f ~'tch-figures. 

The etch-figures are considered to be one of the most important 
factors for the determination of the hidden symmetry of crystals. The 
leptonic structure of aragonite suggested above possesses only two 
elements of symmetry of the first kind, and this would place it outside 
the orthorhombic system. This was the consideratlou which led the 
author to try the method of etch-figures. As we shall see la ter  on, the 
etch-figures on aragonite do not show all the elements of symmetry 
present in the leptonie structure (no axis of symmetry can be derived 
from the etch-figures). Ou the other hand, the etch-figures do not show 
any additional elements of symmetry, and therefore this method of 
investigation led to the same conclusion that the symmetry of aragonite 
is lower than the orthorhombic. This fact taken alone is of a great 
value, but the etch-figures have been found to be of a much greater 
importance, since, as i t  will be shown eventually, they can be used for 
the determination of the leptonic structure itself, and not merely of its 
symmetry. 

Tile etch-figures, which are minute pits with pol)hedral surfaces, are 
produced by a rapidly-acting solvent applied for a short time on a 
crystal-face. The process of Eolution, as one would expect in an 
anisotrol)ic structure, does not act uniformly in all directions, but has 
a directional (vectorial) magnitude. In a sense, this process can be 
considered as the rever~  of crystal-growth, which is a typical  vectorial 
property. I t  is quite obvious that  the most stable phmes on a clTstal 
are the planes of the greatest rcticular density, which are also the planes 
of the m~st flequently occurring faces. _ The solvent probably begins to 

E. Mallard, Trait6 de cristallographic, 1879, vol. 1, p. 806 (incorrectly 
numbered 305). 
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act in certain detached spots on the surface of the face where tile 
natural resistance is somehow weakened 4fractures, scratches, &e.). 
Starting at a point, the solvent would by itself tend to produce a 
hemispherical hollow. The action of the solvent may be compared to 
the work of a miner. A homogeneous material, like clay, will allow the 
production of a perfect]y hemispherical hollow, but if the material 
possesses natural planes of cleavage, the surface of the hollow, instead 
of being smooth, will be angular and bounded by pre-existing planes. 
So in crystals we have a heterogeneity of structure, and the action of the 
solvent is counteracted by the molar anisotropic resistance of the 
particu]ar grouping of htoms. The most easily detachable atoms are 
J emoved first, leaving planes of greatest resistance--the facets of the 
etch-figure. 

The shape of the etch-figure is determined by tln'ce principal factors : 
(1) The nature of the solvent and its temperature. 
(2) The time during which the solvent is acting. 
48) The leptonic structure of the crystal. 
Taking the first two factors as constant, we can reduce the variables 

to one, namely, the structural factor. 
After testing several solvents, it was decided that hydrochloric acid 

gives the best results. The acid used was fairly strong 450-70 ~), and 
the time of action was short. The individual exposure varied from one 
to five seconds, but as different faces were differently affected by the 
etching medium, repeated etching had to be used in most eases. The 
etching was carried out at room temperature. 

The yellowish crystals of aragonite from Biliu were used for the 
etching of the principal fac~'s of the prismatic zone. Also t~vo artificial 
faces 4100) and (001) were prepared a~ad etched with fairly good results. 
Some acute pyramidal crystals fi'om Cumberland were also tried, but 
without any success, the etch-llgures produced being too small and 
numerous. The crystals of the I{ancoek collection exhibited on all the 
principal faces some natural etch-figures. Although a number of these 
figures were of macroscopical size, they were of little use 4except on the 
face (110)) for cur pu,'pose. The natural etch-figures were usually 
rectangular or triangular pits with corroded interior and often filled 
with yellowish material Some of the faces of one or two crystals were 
carefully etched with acid, so as not to spoil their general appearance. 

A very interesting observation was made on the process of development 
of the etch-figures during conthmous etching. In  all cases, the first 
figure produced was of the simplest type, consisting of three or ibur 
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facets forming all inverted pyramid. On further etching, tile figure not 
only grew in size, but also in complexity. New facets were added in 
a certain regular fashion, either by the replacement of tile original facet 
by a pair of related facets, or by truncation or bevelment of an edge 
hetween two facets. A typical development of facets is illustrated on 
fig. 7, where three successive forms of facets on the face (010) are drawn 
diagrammatically. One can cleal~ly see that tlle gradual replacement of 
the primitive facet by a number of secondary facets may lead ultimately 
to the production of a curved facet. The curvature of fitters after 
repeated etching can probably be explained by this process of replace- 
meat (see photo, no. 1, plate VI). The last sihgc of elching is reached 
with a production of circular or elliptical pits with concave sides, in 
which sometimes some traces of the original facets are prescrved (see 
photo, no. 8). 

Another observation was that, on some faces, figures were developed 
which are mirror reflections of one another. They could not be called 
enantiomorphous, in the strict meaning of that term, as they can be 
brought into a congruent position by a rotation around a digonal axis 
normal to the face. The term metastrophic ~ perhaps would be more 
suitable for them. Such metastrophic figures occur in a haphazard 
fashion on the surface of a given face, and are not, as one might suppose 
them to be, produced in consequence of the presence o f  some vicinal 
faces replacing the face under observation. Metastrophie figures were 
observed on the following faces: (010), (100), and (001). 

The etch-figures of seveu faces of aragonite were carefully studied and 
compared with the reticular structure of corresponding laces as shown by 
the leptonic structure here described. A simplified diagrammatic repre- 
sentatiou of the etch-figures observed, together with those deduced from 
the structure, is given on figs. 7, 8, and 9. In all cases the atoms 
(without any distinction of kind) of the first layer are represented by 
blank circles, the atoms of the second by crossed circles, and the atoms 
of the third by black circles. 

There is only one plane of symmetry (100) show~l by the etch-figures. 
The digonal axis present in the leptonic structure is not shown by them. 
The symmetry complex derived fi'om the etch-figures is, therelbre, lower 
than the complex derived from the leptonie structure. I f  the proposed 
leptonic structure is a true one, then the etch-figure method of symmetry 
determination is 1act quite valid, at least in its application to aragonite. 

13efore proceeding with the detailed analysis of etch-figures, it would be 
i N. S~ory-~askelyne, The morphology of crystals, 1895, p. 99. 
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as well to discuss the problem for a simple theoretical case. Let us 
take, for example, a body-centred cubic lattice. The projection on the 
cube-face of this lattice, as well as the section normal to it, are given ca 
fig. 6. Removing the five central atoms, we leave a depression iu the 
form of a regular quadrangular pyramid. The pyramidal faces of this 
figure are produced by planes passing through parallel rows of points 
lying in the odd and even layers respectively. The facets produced have 
rational indices of the simplest kind, i.e. (110), (101). We may suppose 
that this will be the shape of a simple etch-figure. As a matter of fact 

(2:,,, . . . . .  o . . . . .  o -  . . . . .  ,,0, 

6 6 
i e  e !  
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Fie. 6. Plan and elevation of a body-centred cubic lattice, to illustrate tile 
theoretical production of etch-figures. 

we can observe similar etch-figures on some cubic crystals (though 
probably with faces of higher indices). 

Let us now apply this method to the actual etch-figures of aragonite. 
In  all cases where this is possible we are going to construct similar 
figures by passing planes through parallel point-rows situated in the 
first two or three layers of ~he given face, so that the intersecting planes 
would form a closed polyhedral figure. 

Face (lO0).--Fairly large, but not too distinct, figures were produced 
by repeated etching of an artificially prepared face (100). The figures 
produced are distitlctly metastrophic. They have the form of a shallow 
triangular pyramid, the apex of which in highly developed figures is 
replaced by a set of secondary facets (b, fig. 7). With some difficulty 
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the fitcets were examined under a microscope (high-power lens) aad the 
angles (on the (100) projection) measured with a certain degree of 
approximation. The interracial angle between (100) and the largest 
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FIo. 7. Diagrammatic representation of the observed (left side) and deduced 
(right side) etch-figures of aragonite. (Blank circles represent atoms in the 
first layer~ crossed circles those in the second layer, and black circles those in 
the third layer downwards.) 

triangular pyramidal facet has been measured by combining the Miers 
reflectir~g goniometer with the microscope. The signal slit used was 
necessarily a large one, with the result that the angle found varied 
between certain limits. The results of measurements are presented in 
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Table I I I  (p. 428), and the corresponding etch-figure on fig. 7 (left 
side). 

Fig. 7 (right side) gives the projection of two first layers of the face 
4100) of the leptonic model proposed. The simplest figure to be derived 
by using our method is a smaU triangular pyramid (c, fig. 7). This 
pyramid has a base which is nearly an equilateral triangle. Similar 
etch-figures were actually observed, but they were few in number and 
n~t distinct enough to be measured. Another figure that can be derived 
is an elongated pyramid, in all respects analogous to the actual etch- 
figure (a, fig. 7). As one can see, two similar, but mctastrophic, figures 
can be derived flora the reticular structure of the face. This similarity 
extends only to the similarity of projections. The pyramid actually 
drawn is very deep, and the indices of its facets are (110), 4121), and 
4121) respectively. This does not correspond to the actual figure. Bat 
if we take a larger analogous 4not similar) figure, we get a very close 
correspondence between the figure calculated and the actual etch-figure. 
This is evident from Table l I I ,  whele the angles calculated are placed 
alongside the values for the same angles derived from the actual measure- 
ments. TakilJg into consideration the irregularities of the etch-figules 
and the necessarily rough nature of the methods used for the determina- 
tion of angles, the agreement between the values is quite close. The 
indices of the pyramidal facets on the deduced figure are (510), (521), 
and (52I). 

Face (010).--This face is etched quite easily, and the figures ploduced 
are usually quite clear a~d well defincd. The primitive figures are 
sylnmetrical domatlc pyramids, but, on further etching, some facets are 
added on one side, producillg an asymmetry with regard to the (001) 
plane. The development of etch-figures is shown diagrammatically in 
fig. 7. The figures are metastrophlc 4Plate VI, fig. 1). The principal 
anglcs and dimensimJs wele measured by the same method as used iu the 
case of face (100) and the res.ults are shown in Table I I I .  

A figure similar to the etch-figure can be constructed on the face of 
the leptonic model, but this const!uctiou is much more complicated than 
it was in the previous case. Three successive atomic layers have to be 
taken into consideration. The first and the third layers dctermlne the 
principal facets, probably because they are the densest layers. The 
second layer, with asjmmetrically distributed poi~ts, determines the 
small asymmetrical secondary facets. We may suppose that  the primitive 
facets are always formed by particles lying in the densest layers, aad 
that other layers come into play on further etching. ~'ig. 7 (right side) 
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gives a projection of the first three layers of the face (010). In  view of 
economy of space the planes are made to intersect between the atomic 
layers, but this can be avoided by constructing a similar figure on a 
larger scale (involving more points). All facets have rational indices. 
There is a good agreement between the values of al~gles in both the 
observed and deduced figures (Table I I I ) ,  and we are quite justified in 
considering the constructed figure as representing the actual etch-figure. 

.Face (110).--The etch-figures developed on this face are particularly 
interesting, as they show a striking contrast between the natural and 
artificial etching. The natural etch-figures visible to the unaided eye 
are well developed on mauy (110) faces of crystals from the Hancock 
collection. The facets are corroded but well defitmd (Plate V, fig. 2). 
The general sltape of the natural etch-figures is of a triangular asymmetri- 
cal pyramid, pobtting towards the face (010). In the majority of c~ses 
the edges are truncated or bevelled. The resulting figure resembles in 
some respects a deformed primitive figure of the fitce (010). The etch- 
figures produced by the action of acid are in the majority of cases almost 
regular triangular pyramids pointing towards the face (100), i.e. in the 
opposite direction to the natural etch-figures (Plate VI, fig. 2). 

Applying our method, we c~ln easily construct on the leptonic model 
of the  given face, a figure similar to the etch-figure produced by acid. 
This is done by joining three points of the first layer with one point of 
the second layer. We get then an almost regular triangular pyramid 
(fig. 8). I t  w~s found to be quite impossible to reproduce the natural 
etch-figure using the first two layers alone, bt~t taking into consideration 
the first three layers, a figure closely resembling the natural etch-figure 
can be reproduced (fig. 8). The interracial angle of th~s natural e~eh- 
figure could not be measured, but the general proportions correspond 
very closely to those of the constructed figure. 

.Face (011).--The etch-figures are very small and the measm'ement 
somewhat difficult. But every figure produced.is well defined. I t  has 
the shape of a quadrangular pyramid with the apex shifted towards the 
face (001). In  the later stages of etching thc pyramidal edges become 
tluncated (fig. 8). 

The figures co~structed on the projection of the leptonic structure of the 
face (011) are of two possible types: (1) triangular pyramid and (2) quad- 
rangular pyramid. The first of the two has been very vaguely observed 
among the fit'st, almost sub-micros?epic, crop of etch-figures ; the second 
obviously corresponds to the observed figure (fig. 8). The values calcu- 
lated and observed are given in Table I I [ .  I t  was impossible to measure 
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FJo. 8, Etch-figures on aragonito (eft fig. 7). 
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the angles very accurately or to determine the interracial angle, but the 
general similarity is very good. Tile indices of the conslructcd figure 
are (021), 4023), 4144), and 4144). 

TABLE I I I .  

Face .  A n g l e s  a n d  O b s e r v e d .  N u l n b e r  of  C a l c u l a t e d .  
r a t  los. o b s e r v a t  i o n .  

( 1 0 0 ) : , 5 1 0 )  6 " -  7�89 ~ 5 7 ~ 9 '  
(100) a 110 -114  5 111 

fl 124 - 1 2 9  5 130 
(100) : ( 131 )  9 - 10 3 9 12 

(010) a 3 t -  ~(; 3 34 30 
a : b 0.295 10 0.282 

I a 76 ':- 78 ~ 5 75 ~ 80' 
(011) B 115 -120 5 112 

Face (111).--The etch-figures arc small triangular py, amids, the apex 
of ~hieh is re ly  often truncated by a fi~ce paralle! to the base. Tile 
sides of the triangular base are parallel to the edges 4111) : (001), 4111) : 
(100), and 4111): ( i l l ) ,  respectively. The constructed figure 4fig" 8) is 
perfectly similar ill its general asl;ect with the actual figure. 

Face (O01).---The etching process goes too rapidly on this face, and 
the only figures produced were elliptical hollows with a trace of a 
triangular facet at the bottom. This triangular facet is pointing in 
opposite directions in different pits 4Plate VI, fig. 3), and therefore the 
figm'es are metastrophic. The faces were prepared by grinding, and this 
probably explains the metastrophlc nature of the etch-figures. 

In fig. 9 we have a construction of two possible figures out of two 
suece~siYe pairs of layers: (a) first and second layers, (b) third and 
fourth layers (grinding probably does not follow one atomic laser , and 
so the alternate layers are exposed on the surface). By successive re- 
placement of facets the polyhedral surface of the etched pit gradually 
assumed the trough-like shape, while preserving intact the triangular 
ho, izontal facet seen in the actual etch-figure. 

Face 41. 16. @--Some unusual faces of the prhmatlc zone were 
observed on a large crystal of aragonite from Billn, I~ohemia. TI.e 
interracial angle between one of these faces and the (010) filce was tbund 
to l~e 5 ~ 50', corresponding with the indices ( i .  16. O) 4caleulaiod 5 ~ 48'). 

The etch-figures produced on this face are extraordinarily good, well 
shaped, and not too e~owdcd together (Plate VI, fig. 4). They exhibit 
a very striking feature, which has not been previously observed with any 
other etch-figures, namely, a marked tendency to"form rows parallel to 
tl:e c-axis. The figures opl)ear to be symmetrical with regard to tile 
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horizontal plane, but absolutely asymmetrical ill a vertical direction. 
The orlen~atiol, is t.he same for all figures. Four pyramidal facets c, c',. 
d, d:  (fig. 9) make the primitive figure. Further development leads to 
the appearance of additional facets either truncating the edges or re- 

(o01) 

FIG. 9. Etch-figures on al.agonite (cf. fig. 7.) 

placii~g the pyramidal facet by a pair of conjugate facets. Every 
additional etching increases the number of facets until an ellil)tical pit 
is produced. 

The micro-goniometric measurement gave for the interracial angle 
a : (1 . 16 .0 )  approximately 5 ~ 50', proving the facet a to be (010). This 

~ h  
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facet was present iu all etch-figures. I t  was found impossible to get 
accurate measurements with the facet b, and its iudlees were approxi- 
mately determined by the measurements of the ratio of its length to.the 
length of facet a (projection on the plane of the face etched). These 
measurements showed that while the indices of the facet a remained 
constant, the indices of facet b varied. 

From the observation of etch-figures ill general, we can draw the 
conclusion that the privcipal facets (usually the first formed) are those 
of the greatest possible reticular density and inclined at a comparatively 
small angle to the etched s I t  is quite possible that the facets 
subsequently tbrmcd tbllow the law of decreasing reticular density. Our 
first statement can find its support in the figm'e in question. Facet a (010) 
is certainly a plane of greatest reticular density among all the faces of 
aragonite; This is why it is so constantly developed in the etch-figure. 
The second variable facet b in the prism-zone may be formed by such 
planes as (110), (120), (130), (140), (150), (160), &c., all with i~ relatively 
high reticular density. 

The largest and the best-shaped figure was selected as a typical 
example. This particular etch-figure is represented in fig. 9. The ratio 
of the length of the facets b: a w'ts found to be approximately 2. The 
leptolfie structure of the face ( 1 . 1 6 . 0 )  was drawn in plan and side 
elevation (fig. 9), and the theoretical ratios for different values for b 
were calculated. They range from 14.5 for face (110) to 2"1 and 1"9 for 
(150) and (160) respectively. It  is thus evident that the facet b must be 
either (150) or (160). Plane (160)was chosen because the curvature 
of the actual facets slightly atfccts the measurements, and the true ratio 
is probably less than 2. 

From fig. 9 (right) it is seen that the atoms of the ( 1 . 1 6 . 0 )  plane are 
distributed along definite rows parallel to the axis c. Removing two 
atoms fi'om the less packed row we can trace the outline of our etch-figure 
quite easily; and the indices for the constructed figure arc a (010), b (160), 
c ( 1 . 1 6 . 5 ) ,  c ' ( 1 . 1 6 . 5 ) ,  d ( 7 . 2 4 . 3 ) ,  d ' ( 7 . 2 4 . 3 ) .  

The general agreement between the figures deduced by construction 
and the figures observed is more or less good. This fact brings another 
supFort to the ]eptonlc structure of aragonlte constructed in accordance 
with the X-ray spectra. 

Up to the present time, the etch-figures have been used only for the 
detection of hidden symmetry, This, as shown above, is not an entirely 
reliable method. But the etch-figures show something more than mere 
symmetry--they reveal the actual leptonic structure. I t  would be difficult 
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at the present time to use the etch-figures for the direct determination of 
the leptonic structure, but  they may become a powerful method of testing 
the structures ah'eady constructed by means of X-ray analysis. 

The Symmetry of Aragonite. 

Tile leptonic model of aragonite here proposed shows the following 

elements of symmetry : 

f D i g o n a l  axis ao. 
1st s o r t <  . . . . . . .  " 

I .  Plane of symmetry . . . .  (100). 

f 'Digona l  screw-axis e~ 
2nd sort < . . . . . .  

LGlide-plane of symmetry . . (010). 

These operations of symmetry form a finite group of the second sort, 
which, according to definition, ~ contains as many operations of the first 
sort as of the second sort. This is the group C~ h of monoclinic holohedry. 
The presence of the elements of symmetry of the second sort is merely due 
to a certain positiou of the carbon atoms and is in no way characteristic 
of the g~ven group. Placed along the vertices of the lattice I~m p, this 
polnt-group will form the space-group Co h 1 isomorphous with C2 h. 

But in our case we have a monoc]iuic point-group placed along an 
orthorhombic space-lattice. I t  is well known that every class of crystal- 
symmetry is defined by the symmetry elements alone, the crystallographic 
axes being only the axes of reference, and chosen in such a way as to give 
the simplest representation of faces by mean of indices. We  must also 
remember that  the orthorhombic space-lattice is a l imiting case of the 
monoclh|ic lattice, when the angle/~ becomes equal to 90 ~ So we can con- 
sider the orthorhombic space-lattice in our ease to be ( m )~=0o �9 This par- 
t icular  case, when the lower space-lattice exhibits an approximation to 
a space-lattice of a higher symmetry, is called a limiting or pseudo- 
symmetry. 

Therefore, we must consider aragonite as a pseudo-orthorhombic 
crystal of the monoclinic system. This fact has been already suggested 
long ago by Beckenkamp, Wallerant, and Viola. The explanation of 
this pseudo-symmetry was sought by the first two authors in twinning, 
but  this was probably due to the at tempt to interpret  the metastrophic 
etch-figures. I t  is obvious that we cau dispense altogether with this 
explanation and look for the pseudo-symmetry in the leptonic structure 

1 H. Hilton, Mathematical crystallography, 1908, p. 46. 
r ~ h 2  
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itself. Our conclusions are much nearer  to those of Viola, who expresses 
his idea as follows: 

' W i r  haben nun ffir den Aragonit dieselbe Erscheinung wie bet andcven 
polymorphen Substanze% ni~mlich, dass die Molekclhaufen die prismatische 
SyImnetrie besitzen, wRhrend das Raumgitter dem rhombischea Systeme 
e n t s p r i c h t . . .  Der Aragonit besteht arts einem A8gregat yon monoklinen, 
gleich orientirten Theilchen, die nach oinem rhomhischen Skelett angeordne~ 
s i n d . '  1 

I t  is also well known tha t  aragonite has the tendency to form eoml)lex 

twin intergrowths,  in such a way as to produce crystals rcscml)ling those 

of the  hexagonal system. The tendency to produce mimetic fi~rms is even 

far s t ronger  in the case of wi ther i te  and ceru~slte, which are nearly 

always found in pseudo-hexagonal  forms. ' Now it is one of the most 

remarkal)le facts observed in inorganic  nature, that  such pseudo-sym- 

metrical crystals exhibi t  a strong and undeniable tendency to increase 

the i r  deceptive appearance yet  more by repeated twinn ing  and regular  

aggregation. '  2 As a mat te r  of fact, aragonite, being a pseudo-symmetr ical  

crystal, tends to increase its symmetry  ia two different ways:  (1) by 

means of twinn ing ;  (2) by a direct  t ransformat ion into ~ rhombohedral  

crystal  of calcite. Both of th(,se ways are probably the direct  manifesta- 

tion of the same tendency. 

'Cette tendance vers la symdtrie est une des graudes It)is de la nature 
inorgan iquo . . .  Elle n'est d'ailleurs qu'une manifestati~,n de la tendanco plus 
gdnr de la nature vers la stabilitd~ e'est-h-dire vers le repos,--telldan('e, qui 
est une des grandes forces antagonistes de l'univers.' a 

The [.nit cell of Arag,mite. 

As a unit cell of aragonite the rhoml)ic prism {I10} closed by {001} ,,'as 
chosen. Its volume is equal to 112.18 ~..3, and it contains two molecules of 
CaCO s, According to Bragg the definition of tlle unit cell is as follows : ' Tile 
unit of crystal structure is the smallest portion of a crystal which, repeated 
through space without change in character or orientation, makes up the crystal.' ' 
The unit cell of aragonite as represented in fig. I does conform to this definition, 
and therefore it is taken to be the correct unit cell. Tim space enclosed by this 
cell rcprescnts one of Fedorov's parallelobedra (triparallelohedron). A close 
packing of a number of similar cells will reproduce the orthorhombic space 
Do'. Each cell can be further subdivided into two identical but differently 
orientated polyhedra (stereohedra) by passing a diagonal plane p'trallel to the 

C. Viola, Ueber den Aragonit yon Sicilien und seine Structur. Zeits. 
Kryst. Min., 1897, vol. 28, p. 230. 

2 F. )I. Jaeger, Lectures on the principle of symmetry, 1917, p. 172. 
a E. Mallard, 1880. [F. M. Jaeger, loc. cit., p. 166.] 
4 W. H. and W. L. Bragg~ X rays and crystal structure, 1921, p. 1~9. 
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axis a. The volume of such a storeohedron will be half of that  of the unit  cell 
and it will be associated with one molecule of CaCOz. This space p~rtitioning, 
as was pointed out by ")V. Barlow, is ' a  mere geometrical fiction', I and has no 
real physical significance, because all atoms forming a crystal are completely 
interlocked into a gigantic molecule, but  it may help us in a better under-  
s tanding of the symmetry  of the crystal. 

Replacing the bimolecular group (2CaCOs) by a corresponding point-group~ 
we can See that  every one of such groups is associated with one unit  cell. This 
point-group C~. h is derived from the point-group C s b y  the rotation of the lat ter  
around a digon.'d axis. The point-group Cs corresponds to one moh~eule of 
C.C03, ~.vhicb, multiplied by a digonal axis, will give the point-group C,_, h. 

This rcpreseittation of the aragonite un i t  cell seems to satisfy the f o r m u l a  of 
G. Slmarer, who in a recent paper discusses a similar case : ' T h u s  a molecule 
wi th  a plane of symmet ry  may form a crystal of, say, class 5 with only two 
molecules per cell, the second being derived from the first by a rotation about 
the digonal axis. This can happ(.It, however, if the plane of symmetry  of the 
molecule is set in the crystal parallel to the plane of symmet ry  of the crystal. ' ~- 
The formula given by Shearer is n / m  ~ p, where n = the synametry number  of 
thc crystal-class (minimum number  of asymmetric  molecules per uni t  cell) ; 
m = number  of molecules per uni t  cell ; p = symmet ry  number  of the molecule. 
I u  our ease we get : n / m  ~ 4/2 = 2. The symmet ry  number  of the molecule of 
CaCO s is, therefore, equal to two, and this ngrecs exactly wi th  the symmet ry  
number  of the correspondillg point-group (Cs). Two of such molecules rot , ted 
about the digonal axis normal to the plane of symmet ry  of the molecule will 
reproduce the bim/)lecular group described above. 

I~L giving the representation of the unit  cell of aragonite we placed only r~ne 
bimolccular group wi th in  its boundary, leaving some of the vertices of the 
lattice blank. There is some re'lson in doing this~ al though it is not the method 
usually adopted. In  dealing wi th  point-groups we can bring lheir  points in 
congruent  positions, i. e. so that  one point on rotation or translation will occupy 
the position of ancther  point. Such a congruency is impossible to realize when  
the geometrical points of point-groups are replaced by material  atoms. To 
satisfy the detinition of the uni t  cell as given by Bragg, we had to leave out all 
atoms wi th  the exception of the m i n i m um  num ber  contained in the bimolecular 
group. A number  of colI~ similar to the one represented in fig. 1 can be packed 
up so as to fill completely the space, while the whole assemblage will reproduce 
the leptonic structure of aragonitc (minus some of the atoms belonging to the 
surface layer which have to be added separately). This ~ rational ' representa- 
tion of the unit  cell, as fat" as the author  knows, has not before bee21 attempted. 
:It may be perhaps more difficult to visualize the whole of the leptonic s tructure 
by looking at such a representation, but this can be done by the representation 
of the ~grosser unit  ', reserving for the ' uni t  cell" the representation which  
would conform to its definition. 

I W. Barlow, Oil homogeneous s tructures and the symmetrical  part i t ioning 
of them,  with application to crystals, l~Iin. Mag., 1896, vol. l l ,  p. 119. 

2 G. Shearer, Molecular and crystal symmetry .  Prec. Physical Sac. London, 
1923, vol. 35, p. 86. 
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Besides an at tempt to construct a leptonic model of aragonite, the 
author  presents a new method for the determination of the leptonic 
structure of crystals from their  etch-figures. 

The structure of aragonite, constructed in such a way that  its trans- 
formation into that  of calcite can be attained with a small expenditure 
of energy, was tested by means of the method of etch-figures, and 
a perfect agreement was reached between the figures observed and those 
deduced. In  case of six faces (out of eight observed) the spacings are 
in perfect agreement with those observed by W.  L. Bragg, the remaining 
two being half of the observed spacings. ![?his discrepancy is explained 
by a hypothesis (supported by certain facts) that  aragonite in its natural 
occurrence has undergone a part ial  transformation into calcite. 

The structure proposed is unable to explain the intensities of the X-ray 
spectra. As the knowledge of intensities of X-ray spectra is still very 
imperfect, this question is not discussed ; but  it  is possible that the cause 
of this discrepancy may be also sought in the par t ia l  transformation of 
aragonite into calcite. 

The constructed leptonic model of aragonite belongs to the space-group 
C2h 1, and, therefore, this mineral is monoe]inic, and not orthorhombie, 
as previously thought. This fact, already remarked upon by some 
mineralogists, places aragonite in the holohedral class of monoclinie 
system. But as its crystall~graphic axes are orthorhombic, the mono- 
clinic crystals of aragonite are considered to be pseudo-orthorhomblc. 

EXPLAI~ATION OF PLATE VI. 

Photomicrographs of etch-figure~ on aragonite (f,'om Bilin, Bohemia). 
Magnification x 35. 

FIG. 1. On the face (010). Metastrophic etch-figures, produced by hydro- 
ch]oric acid. 

FIG. 2. On the face (110). Natural etch-figures on the lower right-hand 
side; artificial figures produced by hydrochloric acid on the upper left-hand 
side. 

Fro. 3. On an artificial face ground approximately parallelto (001). iVIeta- 
strophic etch-figures, produced by acid. 

FIG. 4:. On the vicinal face (1 �9 16.0). Etch-figures produced by acid. 
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